
Virtual Training with 
Real-time Solutions

Sign up your team for our 
comprehensive Boot Camps!
Real business results depend on your workforce understanding your 
services. SCTE-ISBE Boot Camps prepare, inform, and train participants 
so they can deploy the next-generation entertainment experiences 
your company is known for.

The rapid evolution of technology demands constant learning. At the 
same time, your customers deserve seamless delivery of the best in 
connectivity and entertainment. The solution is a virtual Boot Camp! 
As a vital industry partner, SCTE•ISBE Virtual Boot Camps are designed 
to provide the comprehensive, deep knowledge your company needs 
to deliver future-forward technical expertise in DOCSIS 3.1, DOCSIS 4.0, 
Fiber, Wireless, and more.

Contact us today to discuss your organization’s needs. Boot Camps 
enhance your team’s ability to increase the capacity of your network to 
drive better consumer connections and measurable ROI. Working with 
our facilitators, you can customize courses based on your business 
goals. Contact SCTE•ISBE at cap@scte.org

Embark on an educational 
journey with the industry’s 
premier learning and 
development association.

Our courses enhance your team’s 
ability to increase the capacity of your 
company’s network, driving better 
consumer connections and real 
business results.

Contact SCTE•ISBE for more 
information or to schedule 

your Boot Camp.

Email: Cap@scte.org

DOCSIS® 3.1 or DOCSIS 4.0FTTx Boot CampWireless Boot Camp

Book a Virtual Boot Camp!

Developed in partnership with CableLabs®, this 
advanced training enhances the knowledge 
base of your engineers, NOC, and headend/hub 
personnel and designers so they continue to 
develop their DOCSIS expertise.

Your home installation and deployment 
specialists will be poised to deliver 
accurate and reliable fiber-optic services 
and technology with this comprehensive 
course. All attendees will achieve a greater 
facility for quality control and a solid 
foundation in GPON, EPON and DPoE.

Wireless networks are constantly innovating. 
This course is designed to provide a 
comprehensive understanding of wireless 
networks in homes and small businesses. Your 
team will expand their proficiency in Wi-Fi 
standards, Wi-Fi network devices, planning and 
implementation; security, RF basics, antenna 
theory, installation, and Wi-Fi troubleshooting.

We’re ready when you are to conduct onsite training in a safe and socially distanced environment. 

Our training propels your team members forward by honing critical thinking, practical application, and technical know-how, which all 
amounts to a competitive advantage for your business. Select those areas that will best boost your team’s excellence:


